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Abstract 
Winters, B.N., Properly homotopic nontrivial planes are parallel, Topology and its Applications 
48 (1992) 235-243. 
It is shown that if W is an irreducible 3.manifold, then any two disjoint embedded nontrivial 
planes in W that are properly homotopic are parallel. The eventually end-irreducible case is 
proven first and the End-Reduction techniques of Brin and Thickstun are used to pass to the 
more general case. 
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Introduction 
A map f: X + Y is said to be proper if f-‘(K) is compact for every compact 
K c Y. A proper homotopy is a homotopy h :X x I + Y that is a proper map. We 
say that a subset X of Y is proper in Y if the inclusion map is proper. However, 
if F is a 2-manifold with boundary contained in a 3-manifold M with boundary, 
then F is said to be properly embedded in M if ~3Fc 8M and int(F) c int( M). 
A plane P is said to be nontrivial in a noncompact 3-manifold W if P is proper 
in W (i.e., Pn K is compact for every compact K c W) and there is no component 
of W\P with closure homeomorphic to lR2 x [0, 00). 
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Disjoint planes P and P’ are said to be parallel in W provided there is a 3-manifold 
Q proper in W such that Qn cl( W\Q) = Pu P’ and (Q, Pu P’) is homeomorphic 
to (lR2xZ,R2xaI). 
The notation Fr(M; N) refers to the topological frontier of M in N. When N is 
understood, we abbreviate this as Fr( M). The notation #(X) refers to the number 
of components of the space X. 
Given a space W, let h : W x Z -+ W be a proper map. For each t E Z, define 
h, : W-+ W by h,(x) = h(x, t). We say that h is an isotopy of W if ho = 1 w and h, is 
a homeomorphism for each t E I. 
In this paper we show that if W is a noncompact, irreducible 3-manifold, then 
any two disjoint embedded nontrivial planes that are properly homotopic to one 
another must be parallel. 
That the assumption of nontriviality of the planes is necessary is shown by this 
example communicated to the author by Brin and Thickstun. Let N be a noncompact 
3-manifold such that aN has two components, PO and P, , and each compact K c N 
is contained in a closed 3-cell BK c N such that Pan BK and P, n BK are disks. By 
[5, Example 11, we may choose N so that it is not homeomorphic to R*x I. Let W 
be obtained from the disjoint union of N and R2 x [0, 00) by identifying P, with 
R2 x 0. Let C#J : N u (R’ x [0, 00)) + W be the quotient map. By using the “Lampcord 
Trick” one can construct a homeomorphism h : [w’ x [0, 00) + W. It is not difficult to 
show that CI W is properly homotopic to h(0 x [0, 00)) and that c$(R* x 0) is properly 
homotopic to 4(0x [0, co)). Using the product structure on W as R2 x [0, cc), one 
can then show that h(0 x [0, a)) is properly homotopic to 4(0x [0, co)). Hence 
4( PO) is properly homotopic to d( P,), but N is not homeomorphic to R2 x I. 
Nothing is lost by the assumption that W # R’ since one can show by [5, Lemma 
4.11 that R3 contains no nontrivial planes. 
This work was inspired by [l]. However [2] has turned out to be the more 
comprehensive reference, and it is in [2] that the reader will find the definitions of 
end-reduction, compressing a 3-manifold, and eventually end-irreducible. 
Thanks are due to Elwyn Davis and to Bryan Sperry for helping to create conditions 
favorable to the conception of this paper. 
The author would like to thank Matt Brin whose many helpful suggestions greatly 
improved the presentation of the material in this paper. 
The theorem 
In that which follows, we will assume that W is a connected, orientable, irreducible 
noncompact 3-manifold which is not homeomorphic to R3, and we will take P to 
be a finite, pairwise disjoint collection of embedded planes each of which is nontrivial 
in W. In such a manifold, W, there is a compact, connected 3-manifold A? which 
A 
is not contained in the interior of any closed 3-cell. Suppose that SC W\M is a 
2-sphere. Since W is irreducible, there is a closed 3-cell B c W with aB = S. Since 
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M is not contained in int(B), it follows that B c W\il!l. Hence W\IL*I (and therefore 
cl( W\k)) is irreducible. 
If K is a compact subset of W such that no element of 9 is homotopic in W 
into W\K, then we say that K traps 9’. Note that if K traps 9 and K c M, then M 
traps g. By [5, Lemma 4.11, there is a compact subset of W which traps 8. 
Suppose that M is a compact, connected subset of W which traps C??. It then 
follows that there is no closed 3-cell B c W with M c B\aB because B could be 
used to isotop a P E CZj’ free of M. Hence cl( W\ M) is irreducible for such M. 
Lemma 1. (a) Let K be a compact 3-manifold in W. Then there is a compact connected 
3-manifold M in W with K c M\Fr(M) such that M traps 9, such that Pn M is a 
single disk for each P E 9, and such that Fr( M) contains no 2-spheres. 
(b) Furthermore, zf N traps 9, is connected, and N n P is a single disk for each 
PE 9, then a( N n P) is noncontractible in cl( W\N) for each PE 9’. 
Proof. To prove part (a), let L be a compact, connected 3-manifold in W with 
K c L such that Ln P # 0 for each P E 9. By [5, Lemma 4.11, we may assume that 
L traps Y. 
For each P E c??‘, let Dp be a disk in P such that L n P c int( &). Let D = lJPr,C Dp 
and let M be a regular neighborhood of Lu D in W. Now use the irreducibility of 
W and cap off any 2-spheres in Fr(M) with 3-cells and retain the name M for the 
result. 
To prove (b), let us suppose that c?( N n P) is contractible in cl( W\ N). By Dehn’s 
Lemma [4, Lemma 4.11, there is a disk D c cl( W\ N) such that c?D = a( N n P). 
Since W is irreducible, there is a closed 3-cell B c WsuchthataB=Du(NnP). 
We may use B to perform an isotopy of W which is fixed ofi of a regular neighbor- 
hood of B in W which isotops P into W\N. This contradicts the fact that N 
traps 9. 0 
Lemma 2. Let M be a compact, irreducible 3-manifold and let T be a compact 
2-manifold in dM which has at least two components. Let A be a 2-manifold which is 
properly embedded and incompressible in M such that if A' is a component of A, then 
A’ is an annulus and each component of aA’ is in a different component of T Suppose 
that T’ is a component of T If there is a compressing disk for T’ in M, then there is 
a compressing disk for T’ in M which misses A. 
Remark. An easy consequence of this is that, given compact 3-manifolds K and M 
with K c M\Fr( M) c W such that K traps C?? and K n P and M n P are both single 
disks for P E 8, one can compress M completely in W\K by adding and removing 
handles which miss UC!?. 
Proof. Let D be a compressing disk for T’ in M such that #(D n A) is minimal. 
We claim that #(D n A) = 0. To get a contradiction, suppose that there is a com- 
ponent (Y of Dn A. Let A’ be the component of A which contains CY. Since A is 
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incompressible, the usual arguments will eliminate the possibility of cx being a 
simple closed curve, and so it follows that (Y is an arc. Since each component of 
aA’ is contained in a different component of T, it follows that CK must be a separating 
arc of A’. 
Let E’ be the disk in A’ that is separated off by (Y. Let E be a disk in D with 
aE = cy u /3 where p is an arc in aD. By suitable choice of CY, we may assume that 
(E\a) n A = 0. Then E u E’ is a disk in M with a( E u E’) c T’. Let D’ be a properly 
embedded disk in M such that aD’ is parallel in T’ to a(E u E’) but D’n A = 0, 
i.e., D’ is obtained by pushing off E u E’. 
Note that if D’ is a compressing disk for T’, then this is a contradiction since 
#(D’ n A) < #(D n A). Hence, there is a disk D” in T’ with aD” = aD’. We may 
use D” to perform an isotopy which removes the arc component (Y of D n A without 
introducing any others. Any simple closed curve components introduced by this 
may be removed so that we have reduced #(D n A). This is a contradiction. 
Therefore DnA =@ 0 
Lemma 3. (a) Let K be a compact subset of W which traps 9. Suppose that M is a 
compact, connected subset of W with K c M such that P n M is a disk for every P E Y 
and no component of Fr( M) is a 2-sphere. Then there is an end-reduction W* of W 
with respect to M such that UC? c W*. 
(b) If P,, and P, are distinct elements of C!? and f : R2 x I + W is a proper map such 
that f lIw2 x ar is an embedding and f(F%’ x {i}) = P, for i = 0 and 1, then there is a 
propermapf*:R2xI-+ W” such thatf”IR2xaI=f IR2xaI. 
Proof. Given a compact, connected 3-manifold N c W with M c N\Fr( N), let QN 
be a compact connected 3-manifold such that QN n P is a disk for each P E 9’ and 
such that if Hi, . . . , H: is a sequence of compressing l-, 2-, and 3-handles for QN 
in which the l- and 2-handles miss UP, then Hi,. . . , H: has the fewest possible 
2-handles for any such QN. It follows by Lemma 2 that such a sequence exists. 
We claim that H{ , . . . , H: has no 2-handles (and therefore no 3-handles). Let k 
be the least integer such that Hi, is a 2-handle. Then Hi,. . . , HL-, are l-handles. 
Let H’= Hiv.. -u H;_,. Then H’ is a Cartesian product of k - 1 disks with the 
closed unit interval. We may choose HI, so that H; n H’ is a subproduct of H’. Let 
QIN=QNuHL andlet H:‘,..., H: be the components of cl(H’\H;). Then each 
H:’ is a l-handle and H;, . . . , H:, H;,,, . . . , H: completely compresses Q’& and 
QfN n P is a single disk for each PE 9. This contradicts the minimality of the 
2-handles in Hi,. . , Ht. (This paragraph is just a restatement of [3, Lemma 1.11.) 
We conclude that there is an exhaustion { W,,} of W with W,= M and such that, 
for n 2 1, W,, n P is a single disk for every P E 9 and W,, may be completely 
compressed in W\M by removing l-handles which miss UP. For n 3 1, let Wz be 
the result of compressing W,, in W\M by removing disjoint l-handles which miss 
U,“P and “erasing” the components which miss M. By Lemma l(b) and standard 
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techniques for cutting disks off incompressible surfaces, we may assume that Wz = 
WE+,\Fr( Wx,,), but it need not be true that { Wz} exhausts W. 
For n > 1 put H, = cl( W,,\ Wz) and let D, = H,, n Wz. Then each component of 
D, is a disk, and each component of H,, contains exactly two components of D,. 
In compressing W,, , , we may choose the l-handles so that H,,, n H,, is a subproduct 
of H, for nal. 
Let PE 9. Since Pn H,, = (d, it follows that Pn W,, = P n Wz for n 20. So P c 
UE, Wz. Let W* = Uz_, Wz. Th en W* is an end-reduction of W with respect 
to M which contains UP’, and UP is proper in W*. 
We now proceed to part (b). We wish to obtain a proper map f *: lR2 x I + W* 
such that f* 1 R2 x al is equal to f 1 R’ x al. By choosing a subsequence of { W,,}, if 
necessary, we may obtain an exhausting sequence {E,} of disks for R2 such that, 
for n 2 l,f(aE, x 0) is noncontractible in W\ W,,,f(aE, x I) c W,+,\ W,,,f(& x Z) c 
W,+,\Fr( W,,+,), and fm’( W,)c (E, x Z). 
It suffices to obtain a proper map f* so that f* I&x aZ =f 1 R2 x aI and f*( E, x 
Z)c Wz+,\Fr( Wz,,) for nz 1. 
For n 30, let CJ, be a regular neighborhood of aE, x I in cl(E,+,\E,) x 1. For 
n 3 0, let V,, = U,, u (( E,\E,_,) x I). 
We assume that f is in general position with respect to Fr( Wz) for each n. (This 
is not automatic, however, because UT=, Fr( Wz) is not necessarily proper. One 
uses the fact that H,,,, n H, is a subproduct of H,.) Let f0 =J: Suppose that 
fO, . . . ,fn-, have been constructed so that for 1 G k s n - 1 
(3.1) f,IR2xaz=fk_$PxaZ, 
(3.2) fk and&, agree off of the set V,, 
(3.3) f;‘( Wz) = ( Ek x I), and 
(3.4) fk(Ek x Z) c W:+, . 
We now wish to construct a map fn : R2 x I + W that satisfies (3.1)-(3.4). In doing 
so, we will borrow the methods of [4, Lemma 6.51. Let C-equivalence be defined 
as in [4]. Letf, be a map which satisfies (3.1)-(3.3) and is such thatf,( E,_, x I) c Wz. 
Note that if fn =fn_, , for instance, then fn is such a map. Let F,, =f;‘(Fr( Wz,,)). 
For i G 2, let n, be the number of components of F,, with Euler characteristic i. Let 
n,, = #(F,, n (aE, x I)). Now choosef, within its C-equivalence class so that c(Y~) = 
(n,, (. . , n-,, no, HI, n2)) is minimal when taken in dictionary order. We claim that 
fn now satisfies (3.4) as well as (3.1)-(3.3). 
To get a contradiction, suppose that A,( E, x I) is not contained in Wz,, . Since 
fn( E,_, x Z) c Wz , it follows that F, is nonempty. By modifying the product structure 
of R’ x I slightly, we may assume that F, meets aE, x Z transversely. 
Suppose that F, n (aE x I) f 8. Let J be a component of F, n (aE, x I). Then J 
is a simple closed curve. We claim that J is contractible in aE, x I. By (3.2), 
$(dE,, x I) =f(aE, x I) and so is contained in W,,+,\Fr( W,,,,). Therefore fn(J) = 
fI+, and so is contractible in W\ W,. Sincef,(aE, x 0) is noncontractible in W\ W,, 
it follows that J is contractible in aE, x I. Consequently J bounds a disk D c aE, x I. 
By choosing D to be innermost, we may assume that int( D) n F,, = 0. Let C be a 
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regular neighborhood of D in V,, such that C n F,, is an annulus and C n (aE, x I) 
is a disk. By (3.2) it follows thatf,(aE, x I) =f(aE, x I) c W,,+,\ W,,. Consequently 
we may choose C so that fn( C) n W,, = 0. Define fh to agree with fn on cl( W\C). 
Since W\ W,, is irreducible and f k(aC) c W\ W,,, we may extend f L over C so that 
f L(C) c W\ W,,; as in the proof of [4, Lemma 6.51 we may insist that f k(C n 
(8E,, x I)) n Wz,, = 0. Note that f I, satisfies (3.1)-(3.3), f L(E,_, xI) c Wf, and 
c(f A) < c(fn). This is a contradiction. 
Now suppose that F,, n (aE, x I) = 0. Let F = F,, n (E, x I). Since F, n (JE, x I) = 
0, it follows that dF = 0. Since fn( E,_, x I) c Wz, it follows that F n (E,_, x I) = 0. 
We claim that F is incompressible in V,,. To get a contradiction, suppose that D is 
a compressing disk for F in V,,. Let C be a regular neighborhood of D in V,,. By 
(3.2) it follows that f,(aC) = f(aC) c W\ W,_, . As in the proof of [4, Lemma 6.51, 
it follows that fn lcl((R2 x I)\C) extends to a map f L : R2 x I + W such that f i( C n 
(dE, x I)) n WY,, = 0 and f k(C)n W,_, =0. Note that f L satisfies (3.1)-(3.3), 
f L(E,_, x I) c W,,, and c(f L) < c(fn) which is a contradiction. Note that if a com- 
ponent of F is a 2-sphere, we may proceed similarly. Therefore F is incompressible 
in V,. Since r,( V,) =Z, it follows that r,(F’) is either infinite cyclic or trivial for 
each component F’ of F. Since aF = 0, it follows that v,( F’) is trivial. Therefore, 
F’ is a 2-sphere. Since V,, is irreducible, it contains no incompressible 2-spheres. 
Therefore F is empty, i.e., fn( E, x I) n Fr( Wz+,) = 0. It now follows that fn satisfies 
(3.1)-(3.4). 
Let f * be the limit of the sequence {fn} as n+a. It is easily checked that 
f*IR2xI=f /R’xI,f*(EnxI)C W:,,, and (f *))I( Wf) c E, x I for all n 3 0; the 
last of these implies that f * is proper. This ends the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 4. Suppose that W is eventually end-irreducible and P,, and P, are planes that 
are disjoint and nontrivial in W. If there is a proper map f: R'x I + W such that 
f lR2 x ar is an embedding and f(R’x {i}) = P, for i = 0 and 1, then P, and P, are 
parallel in W. 
Proof. Choose K so that W is end-irreducible rel K (see [2, p. 181). By Lemma 1, 
we may assume that K n Pi is a single disk for each i = 0 and 1. Let L be a compact 
subset of W. We may choose L so that L traps {P,, P,} and K c L. There is a 
compact, connected 3-manifold M’ c W with Lc M’\Fr( M’) such that Fr(M’) is 
incompressible in W\K. By Lemma 1, there is a compact, connected 3-manifold M 
with M’c M\Fr( M) such that P, n M is a single disk for i = 0 and 1. Suppose that 
D c cl( W\K) is a compressing disk for M. By Lemma 2, we may assume that 
D n Pi = 0 for i = 0 and 1. Since Fr( M’) is incompressible in cl( W\K), we may 
assume that D c W\M’. Proceeding in this way, we may completely compress M 
in W\K. Hence we may assume that Fr(M) is incompressible in cl( W\K). 
By the previous paragraph, there is an exhausting sequence {W,,} for W such 
that W,, traps {PO, PI}, and for all n > 0, Fr( W,,) is incompressible in cl( W\ W,), 
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W,, is connected, and W,, n P, is a single disk for i = 0 and 1. Note that, since P, 
is nontrivial in W, it can be argued that r,(cl(P,\ W,)) + r,(cl( W\ W,,)) is injective; 
therefore x,(cl( W\ W,)) is infinite. 
Since f is proper, there is a disk D c R* such that f(cl(R’\D)) x I c cl( W\ W,). 
We may choose a subsequence of { W,,} so that f(aD x I) c cl( W,\ W,). Let .4 = 
cl(R2\D). 
Let m > n 2 1 be given. Let Q = cl( W,,,\ W,). Since Fr( W,) is incompressible in 
W\ W,, and cl( W\ W,,) is irreducible, it follows that Q is irreducible. Sincef 1 R* x d1 
is transverse to Fr( Q), there is a homotopy off rel R2 x dI so that f is transverse to 
Fr(Q). Since cl( W\ W,,) is irreducible and has infinite fundamental group, the 
3-manifold cl( W\ W,) is aspherical. 
Let k = n or m. Since Fr( W,) is incompressible in cl( W\ W,), the 
group ker(r,(Fr( W,)) + r,(cl( W\ W,,))) is trivial. It also follows that 
~~,(cl( W\ W,)\Fr( W,)) is trivial. 
In the fashion of [4, Lemma 6.51 and Lemma 3, we may modifyf so thatf l[w* x aI 
is unchanged but f-‘(Fr(Q)) is incompressible in A x Z (hence no 2-sphere com- 
ponents). For k = m and n, let AL be a component of f-‘(Fr( W,)). 
Let k = n or m. Then A; is either a disk or an annulus since 71-,(A x I) = Z. Note 
that AI, is an annulus; otherwise a( W, n Pi) is contractible in cl( W\ W,) which is 
not possible by part (b) of Lemma 1. Since f ]R2 x 81 is an embedding, it follows 
that f-‘(Fr( W,)) n (R’x 611) has only two components. Hence Ai, =f-‘(Fr( W, )). 
Let k = m and n. For i = 0 and 1, let D,,k = Pi n W, and let B, = c~(D,,,\D~,~). For 
i = 0 and 1, let Dik be the disk in R* x {i} with ~ID:,~ = dA; n (R2 x {i}). Note that 
f( D:,k) = D,,L for i L 0 and 1. Let CL be the closed 3-cell in R* x I which is bounded 
by D;,l, u A; u D;,k. 
Since Di,, = Di, for i =0 and 1, it follows that CLc CL. Note that 
f(cl(C~\C~)) c Q. Since A; and AL are incompressible in A x I, the pair 
(cl(CX\Ch), AL u AL) is homeomorphic to (S’ x I x Z, S’ x I x d1) by [6, Proposi- 
tion 3.11. Let h =flcl(CA\CL). Then h is a homotopy of (B,, aI?,) to (B,, aB,) in 
(0, Fr(Q)). By [6, Proposition 5.41, it follows that B, is parallel in (0, Fr( 0)) to 
B,. Let M,,, be the parallelism in Q between B, and B,. 
For m 2 2, let M, = M,,,. Then (M,, M, n Fr(cl( W,,,\ W,))) is homeomorphic 
to (S’ x I x Z, S’ x Z x d1). Note that if p > 9 > 2 and M, is contained in neither M,, 
nor M, then M, = M,,. Hence if there is a largest k for which M2 c ML, then M, c M,, 
for all p > q > k. Therefore there is a sequence k( 1) < k(2) <. . . of integers such 
that Mk(ijC Mk(,+l, for is 1. By dropping elements of { W,} and reindexing, we 
may assume that ML c MI+, for all k. 
Let A = M2 n Fr( W,). Then A is an annulus. For i = 0 and 1, let Di c P, be the 
disk in R2 x {i} with a D, = A n P,. Then D, u A u D, is a 2-sphere which must bound 
a closed 3-cell C, in W by irreducibility. Note that C, n Mk = A for all k 2 2 because 
C,c W, and M,ccl( W\ W,). 
For k 2 2, let C, = C, u Mk. Let N = UT=, C,. Then N is proper in W. Using the 
product structure on Mk for k 2 2 and [6, Proposition 3.11, it is not difficult to see 
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that (cI(Ck+i\Ck), Fr(cl(C,+,\Ck); N)) is homeomorphic to (S, X 1 X 1, S’ X 1 X Jr). 
Using this it is not difficult to construct a homeomorphism from (N, P,u P,) 
to (R2xZ,R2xaZ). 0 
Theorem 5. Suppose that PO and P, are planes that are disjoint and are nontrivial 
in W. If there is a proper map f: R2 x I + W such that f 1 R2 x d I is an embedding and 
f(R’x {i}) = P, for i = 0 and 1, then PO and P, are parallel in W. 
Proof. Since PO and P, are nontrivial in W, it follows from Lemma 1 that there is 
an exhausting sequence { W,,} for W such that, for n 2 0 and i = 0 and 1, the set 
P, n W,, is a single disk, and a(Pi n W,,) is noncontractible in cl( W\ W,,). 
For n 3 0, let V,, be an end-reduction of W with respect to W, such that P,, u P, c V,, 
that is guaranteed by Lemma 3. It follows by [2, Propositions 1.1 and 1.31, respec- 
tively, that V,, is end-irreducible rel W,, and irreducible. By Lemma 3, there is a 
propermapf,:IW’xZ~V,suchthatf,IIW2xal=fI[W2xaZforeachn~O.ByLemma 
4, the plane P, is parallel in V, to P, for each n 2 0, i.e., there is a proper embedding 
h,:IW’xI~V,withh,([W’xi)=P,fori=Oandlandforeachn~O. 
By taking a subsequence of {W,,} if necessary, we may assume that for every 
n 30, there is a disk D, in Iw2 such that h,(aD, x I) c W,,+,\ W,,. For n 20, let 
B, = h,(D, x I). If p > q > 0 and B,, is contained in neither B,, nor B,, then B4 = BP. 
Hence if there is a largest k such that B, c Bk, then B, c B,, for all p > q > k. By 
choosing a subsequence of { W,,} and by taking the corresponding subsequence of 
{B,}, we may assume that B, = B,,, and B, naB,+, is the disjoint union of two 
disks. Let N = l-l:=:=, B,. Note that 8N = P,u P, and N is proper in W. 
For n ~0, let C,, be a 3-cell in N such that, for i =0 and 1, C, n P, is a disk, 
aFr( C,; N) = Fr( W,,) n (P,u P,), and W, n N c C,, c W,,,, (this last may require 
taking a subsequence of {W,,}). For n 20, let X,, = W, u C, and note that {X,} 
exhausts W and Pi n W,, is a single disk for i = 0 and 1 and n 2 0. 
Let n 3 0 be given and let k > n. Choose a sequence H, , H2, . . of compressing 
handles for X, in W\X, recursively so that H, misses Pow P, for each i. There is 
a Y such that after compressing along H, no more compressions are possible. We 
claim that no Hi is contained in N. To get a contradiction, suppose that H, is 
contained in N for some j and that j is the smallest such index. Let DC Hj be a 
disk such that aD is noncontractible in the manifold obtained from X, by compress- 
ing along H,, . . . , H,_, . Then 8D is parallel in C, n Fr(X,) to a(X, n P,) because 
C, n Fr(X,) is an annulus. This implies that 8(X, n PO) is contractible in W\ W,, 
which is a contradiction by Lemma 1 since W, traps {PO, P,}. 
Let n 2 0 and k 2 n + 2 be given. Let XT be the result of compressing Xi in W\X,, 
by handles in W\N for i = k - 1 and k. 
Let E be a disk in R’. We may fix n zOsothatf(ExI)cX,,. Wemayalterf by 
C-equivalence as in the proof of Lemma 4 so that f -‘(Fr(X:_,)u Fr(X?)) 
is incompressible in cl(lR2\E) x I. Using the standard arguments, we may see 
that f -‘(Fr(XZ_,) u Fr(Xf)) has two components each of which is an annulus 
that is isotopic in cl(R’\E) x Z to a saturated annulus. One may proceed as 
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in the proof of Lemma 4 to show that P,ncl(X~\X~_,) must be parallel in 
(cl(Xz\X2-,), Fr(cl(Xt\X?_,))) to P, ncl(Xz\Xz_,). So either (cl(C,\C,_,), 
Fr(cl( Ck\Ck-,); N)) is homeomorphic to (S’ x Z x Z, S’ x Z xaZ) or both Fr(XZ) 
and Fr(X$_,) are tori. 
Put X:,=X:. Since W,cXzcXL, it follows that {XL} is an exhaustion of W. 
If Fr(Xi) is a torus for arbitrarily large values of n, then one can argue that W is 
eventually end-irreducible because W is irreducible and not R*, and it follows that 
PO is parallel in W to P, by Lemma 4. 
Hence we may assume that (cl( Ck\Ck_,), Fr(cl( Ck\Ck_,); N)) is homeomorphic 
to (S’ x Z x Z, S’ x Z x al) for n >> 0 (recall k 2 n + 2). Therefore N is homeomorphic 
to R2xZ. 0 
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